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About This Game

Go bananas for a jaw-dropping, lightning-fast kart racer for all ages and abilities! All-Star Fruit Racing propels players into
vibrant worlds filled with incredible action: drift through looping bends, soar over monumental jumps and defy gravity itself

around tubular tracks in an explosively colorful racer bursting with championships, modes and awe-inspiring sights!

Jump into a bumper career mode!

Pick your favourite character and battle for the first place trophy in a series of testing championships. Balance speed and skill as
you battle nine other racers in a frantically fruity scrap for the podium and the all-important winner's prizes, unlocking new

characters, championships and kart parts along the way!

Master all the modes!

Called yourself the champion of the champion? The journey has just begun! Create Custom Championships and select between
three different difficulty settings and speeds to fine-tune your challenge, or dive into a range of different gametypes including

Dragster races, Hill Climbs, Elimination races, Time Attacks and even modifier-filled modes that rewrite the rulebook!

Dominate the seasons!

Burn rubber in 21 incredible courses spread across five stunning worlds: Spring, Summer, Fall, Winter and Special Islands.
Speed up volcanoes, around the twisting bodies of giant snakes and between giant, kart-crushing snowballs on some of the

craziest racing tracks ever imagined!
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Fire up The Juicer!

Bruise your foes (and their egos) by unleashing devastating fruit-based moves with the innovative Juicer power-up system.
Collect different types of fruit as you race to fill up The Juicer's liquid tanks, then custom-combine your juice tanks' power to

let loose a combo power-up. Will you let loose a volley of different power-ups, or save all of your fruit power until your unique
Mega-Juice move's ready to help you reach first place?

Take on friends and family!

Don't race alone! Share the All-Star Fruit Racing fun with everyone in two-, three- and four-player split-screen action!

Challenge the whole world!

Race against others from across the globe in eight-player online showdowns!

Customize your kart!

Unlock new parts as you play to help you redesign, rebuild and recolour your dream ride. It's not just about winning - it's about
winning with style, and over 32,000 possible kart combinations await so your perfect vehicle is just a tinker in the Garage

away...
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Title: All-Star Fruit Racing
Genre: Action, Indie, Racing, Sports
Developer:
3DClouds.it
Publisher:
PQube Limited
Release Date: 13 Jul, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: 64 bit Windows 10 / 8 / 7

Processor: Intel Core i5-2500K 3.3GHz / AMD FX-8150 3.6GHz or equivalent

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX 550 Ti / Radeon HD 6790 2GB VRAM*

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 4 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX compatible soundcard

Additional Notes: * Laptop versions of graphics cards may work but are not officially supported. Steering wheels not
supported.

English,French,Italian,German,Japanese,Korean,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese
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People freak out because it looks like the game has micro transactions but it doesn't, the free android version does

You get diamonds by completing tasks and playing the mini games, you can then use them to unlock items or exchange them for
money.
If you just play the game and do the daily tasks you'll get things unlocked anyway

Other than that it's surprisingly fun, you basically play a bunch of mini games each day (the day ends when you have completed
all your tasks) and you have to get higher scores to pass as days go by, there is archery, black jack, slot machines, crab catching,
a few different photography modes, oil :B1: rubbing, basketball, and although the screenshots look pretty lewd thats not really
the main feature of the game
I actually have no idea what the main feature is but the point is you can have quite a bit of fun without just trying to look under
the table while shes wearing a skirt all day

Hope we get another game with some sort of story or even just more than one character. Cool game, not sure why it doesn't have
more reviews but here are my thoughts after about an hours play.

Pros:
Cool unique weapons,
Satisfying when you hit a bunch of enemies with a single swipe
Crapped my pants the first time a wolf ran at me
Feels like a polished game that's actually finished which seems to be rare in VR
Graphics are crisp and I like the cartoon style.
Has a leaderboard so there's incentive, albeit a minor one, to keep playing and getting better.

Cons:
It's another wave shooter
No multiplayer
Only three different weapons so far
I wish I could see my play space mapped out before chaperone kicks in so dodging enemies was easier. Something similar to
how Holopoint has a floor area in game mapped to the size of your play space.

Overall:
It's worth the money as it's in the same league as games such as Space Pirate Trainer and Holopoint which are more expensive..
Got this in the Summer sale for a few cents. Played it when my internet was out for a few hours. Got around 1hr20mins of
playtime and beat it. Blew away any expectations. 8/10.. Rating: 3/10]
I found that the camera implementation in this game rendered the whole thing almost impossible to play.
Rather than a chase camera positioned directly behind the marble at all times, the camera distance and perspective remain fixed
and the camera is rotated and zoomed separately. Very unintuitive.
I also had difficulty getting my xbox controller to work correctly in the game, and had to remap the controller myself - the first
time I have ever had to do this in a game purchased from Steam.
Too much frustration here - I'm out.. Still has horrible Audio Desync issues, with the text speeding by the spoken dialogue. With
no way to change it, I've just sorta been putting off this game until they fixed it... but they didn't. And now this is just a game I
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can't play.. This is a fun game, I love the serie, and this one have more character creation than Mass Effect: Andromeda.... A
fun spaceship shooter that keeps your reflexes sharp in hope of reaching that number one spot on the highscore board. The
game has been receiving updates adding abilities to your ships and tweaking wave spawns keeping the game in line with its fast
paced nature. Soundtrack definetly suits with electronic beats that sync with the in game background graphics making a
immersive and hectic time trying to dodge and destroy. With co-op and pvp on the road map im pretty keen to see what this has
in store for us.. Beautiful and worthwhile addition in many ways, however many of the higher mountains don't render correctly,
Everest included. Even from a distance, Everest appears as one big glitch, a cluster of spikes and dropoffs. Very disappointing,
and at this price point I expect better.
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Goooooooooddd perfeeccccttt becauşe iyt gaveemmii some steam carddsssşşş
. I don't reccomend this at all no matter how cheap it is. Its not very fun and it is repetitive.. With a little polish, this could be a
fun arena shooter. Sadly, its very rough around the edges and tough to recommend.. Not bad, atleast achivement hunter will
gladly buy this game. Very simple game, and the idea is as old as the world. The essence of the game in the search for
differences between the two pictures. There are no cards, but there are many achievements that you can get. In general, the
game is fun, you can spend several hours in it.
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